Cycling to work in Tokyo
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Have you ever wondered how those super-hero-like colleagues manage to come to the office
in full cycling gear and sweat, change in an instant into a sharp business suit ready to negotiate
those big contracts, then when the day ends, they swirl around somewhere backstage and
suddenly appear at the front door again geared up in their super-costumes?
This seems to have become a growing trend in downtown Tokyo,
so JQR invited 3 cycling super-heroes to reveal their secrets.
Well, not too loud, please ….

JQR: What was the initial trigger to get

Sanae: Yes. But at first I rode my

you on the bike and go to work?

normal “mama-chari” (a simple shopping
bicycle) and it took me 1 hour to get to

how do you manage?

William: I used to cycle in England, but

work. She then took me to a store

it was miserable because the weather

nearby and I bought my first real bicycle.

was depressingly wet and cold. Later, I

Guy: The first of 4?

realized that commuting by train here

Sanae: Yes, that’s right.

was extremely unpleasant, you pick up

William: A friend of mine, who has 6

diseases very easily and cycling is

bikes, once gave me a tip: always buy

freedom! There aren’t many other

the same color, so your wife doesn’t

cyclists on the road, it really freshens

realize you have so many!

you up and ... I haven’t had a cold for 5

All: LOL!

years.

Guy: I also wanted to get fitter. To me,

Sanae: Well, yes, my hatred of the

cycling is an easy way to get healthy

morning trains was the main trigger.

wherever you go. Plus you don’t need to

was that discovery that got me on my

All: Oh yes!

fiddle with public transport schedules.

bike.

Sanae: A German woman at work told

You are always free. So I started to use

me she went home by bike every night. I

my bike to work too.

William: I used to wash in the lavatories

never thought that by “bike” she actually

William: Another huge factor is whether

meant “bicycle,” as to me it would have

your firm has showers.

been too scary for a woman to cycle on

Guy: Yeah!

the road at night. But what a surprise
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hot and humid summers here in Tokyo,

when I saw her downstairs at the door.

JQR: That’s what I was about to say,

Language mistake!

yes it’s healthy, yes you are free, yes

William: That convinced you?

you avoid crowded trains, but with the
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William: The winters are ok, but you
definitely need a shower in the summer.
JQR: But not all companies have
showers. What do you do?
William: Well we chose companies that
have showers!
All: LOL!
Guy: When I joined my company I
didn’t know there were showers, but it

and my CEO would walk in.
JQR: So it’s a limited luxury?
Guy: You can also come earlier when
it’s a bit cooler.
William: And go to a sports gym.

Guy Roberge

From Canada, he has been living in Tokyo for 8
years, has been into cycling for 4 years, and has
been commuting from his home in Meguro to work
in Akasaka for 2 years.

Sanae Okubo

William Hooper

Japanese from Hokkaido, she’s been cycling to
work for almost 9 years, about 10 km each way.
She has four bicycles and neither snow nor stormy
weather will stop her.

From the UK, where bad weather stopped him from
commuting by bike. He has found paradise in
Tokyo and has been cycling to work since around
2000.
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Cycling to work in Tokyo
William: That’s really dangerous and

William: I leave my suit at work and

William: And you don’t get creases in

William: No way!

the police don’t do anything about it.

just bring a clean shirt with me.

Guy: Not for that distance, and it

Guy: But overall, it is manageable.

JQR: So you wear the same suit every

your underwear …
Guy: LOL!

JQR: And how about bad weather?

JQR: Many big cities around the world
William: Well, it does get dry-cleaned

routes. How do you think Tokyo should

occasionally!

Sanae: As I grew up in Hokkaido and

Sanae: When I cycle to work, it clears

improve in that direction?

All: LOL!

had to go to school by bicycle even in

my head and I can concentrate the

William: But your suit suffers when you

snow storms, I have no problem with

second I get to my desk. If you commute

commute by train.

riding in bad weather.

by train, you’re just sleepy in the

William: You cycle during the typhoon

morning.

build cycling paths in Tokyo.
JQR: It’s ok for men, you can wear the

season?

William: Yes, I get the most creative

sidewalk, which is very dangerous and

same thing every day, but surely it’s

Sanae: Yes. That season is so hot and

time of the day during my ride to work.

you can’t ride fast. A lot of them are

another story for women?

humid, so I really want to avoid the

Sanae: Yes, it clears your brain. On my

trains.

way home, I forget all my work stress

As long as you can ride on the road with

Sanae: I carry my clothes and makeup

Guy: Yuck! It’s so sticky and humid.

and worries and am relaxed when I get

the cars, I don’t mind not having cycling

bag every day in a small 20-liter pack. I

I think I should buy a better bike to ride

home.

paths.

also choose light, non-wrinkle clothes.

in the rain.
Sanae: A mountain bike is better.

Sanae: Another difficulty is delivery
vans, especially in front of convenience

JQR: Do you need special gear?
have in case of an earthquake. I was

employees from commuting by bike. My

quite scared of the radiation and have a

husband tried it but he was stopped.

full-face military gas mask, and thought
people would laugh at me. But I put it on

JRQ: Is that because of insurance?

anyway and then people looked at me
with big shocked eyes!

Sanae: Yes. Work insurance covers

Guy: No, just a backpack to carry your

JQR: Will this become a trend?

Guy: I have a proper road bike, so I

JQR: Very clever.

avoid the rain to keep it in good

Guy: Well, if you live far from your

Sanae: Anyway, this bag is my body

condition.

company then it’s mostly impossible.

protection in case of an accident!

William: I don’t cycle in the rain, but

William: I would rather keep it a secret

here you can predict when it will rain

so the roads don’t get crowded.

and anyway there are maybe only 10 to

All: LOL!

15 days a year that I don’t ride my bike.

William: It’s terrible. Don’t do it!

stores and shops.

Japanese companies prohibit their

bike is the best.

Guy: Most I have seen are on the

also for both pedestrians and cyclists.

William: A bicycle is the best thing to

a bicycle that gets you nowhere! My

have set up cycling paths and specific

Sanae: The government has started to

Sanae: One other difficulty is that many

doesn’t get you to the office any quicker.
And I hate to go to the gym and ride on

day?

JQR: Like an airbag?

clothes.

Sanae: It’s TOO DANGEROUS!

Sanae: Exactly.
JQR: So how does it work? How do

Guy: Everything is about the folding. If

JQR: Would you trade your bike for a

you change?

you do it the proper way, your shirt will

car?

All: Ha ha!

be fine.

All: LOL!

you from your house to your office, so
you are only covered for safe public

JQR: Did you take a picture?

transportation.
Guy: Yes, under that law, you can’t use

William: No, but I looked terrifying.

Cycling to
work clears
my mind!

your own motorbike or car either.
William: Oh! So we’re not covered?

Guy: More than radiation, the main

All: No.

concern is pollution, as you are

it's my way
to stay fit!

surrounded by cars. You see some
JQR: People say that the big

people wearing full masks for protection.

earthquake last year has encouraged

Sanae: I wear a mask every day.

them to cycle to work.

Guy: But it’s too hot in summer.
Sanae: Still, it’s better for your health.

I avoid
crowded
trains!

William: Yes, on that day it was a huge
advantage to have my bicycle. Did you

JQR: Have you ever been injured on

have yours?

the streets?

Sanae: Yes, so I was able to go
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through the traffic. But I was scared,

William: A car hit me once.

because I am smaller than everyone else

Guy: The fear is there. You have the

and one guy shouted at me in panic and

taxis stopping anywhere, pedestrians

I thought someone would push me and

crossing the street when they’re not

steal my bike.

supposed to ...

All: Wow!

William: The scariest ones are the

Guy: A lot of people were rushing into

cyclists riding on the wrong side of the

stores to buy bicycles. I was cycling too,

road, towards you!

but was happy that didn’t happen to me.

Sanae: Yeah!
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